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Active fire prevention and
very early smoke detection
already protect millions of
books inside the British Library.
Newspapers will now experience the same protection.

THE BRITISH LIBRARY
Intelligent and state of the art fire protection solutions are
being used to effectively protect the written treasures of
the British Library stored at Boston Spa, West Yorkshire.

The Additional Storage Program (ASP) at Boston Spa (West Yorkshire)
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H I G H F I R E R I S K A N A LY S E D
Keeping books, magazines and newspapers safe from
fire and damage from sprinkler water by deploying
technology with lowest capital cost of ownership.
The high-rack stores, with small

them to operate. Hence, the ideal
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The general risk for an outbreak of
a fire inside an archive or document
store is normally low. Books and
newspapers are dry material and
cannot ignite themselves. For a
fire to start it needs a source of
heat. Inside automated storage
buildings the electrical machinery
and equipment used can become
such a source.
A single fire can have major
consequences
The problem is not about how
often an equipment fault causes
a fire, but the consequences one
single fire can have. The collections stored in Boston Spa are of
great historical value. They are
contemporary witnesses and intellectual property of past centuries.
The British Library has the biggest
and largest collection in the UK
and one of the most impressive
collections in the world. Paper
itself is particularly vulnerable.
It burns quickly once alight.

THE PROTECTION OBJECTIVE
Items of historical significance need
optimum fire protection.
When it comes to fire pro-
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A D D ITION AL STO R AG E PR O G R A M ( A S P )

APPROVED TECHNIQUE IN SERVICE
Combined active fire prevention and very early fire
detection to protect written treasures effectively.
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N EWS PAP E R STO R AG E B U IL DIN G ( N S B )

L E A D I N G T E C H N O L O G Y N E W LY A P P L I E D
Energy optimised concept for the new built storage.

Efficient and cost effective: fire
protection solution inside the
Newspaper Storage Building
With a good experience of
OxyReduct® in mind, the British
Library chose to deploy the
OxyReduct® active fire prevention
system inside the Newspaper
Storage Building. The building

with a footprint of 2,200 m² and

between support building and the

volume of 45,000 m³ was built in

newspaper repository also incor-
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Fast acting shutters on the interface

This high density solution is a

I N S TA L L AT I O N L AY O U T O F T H E A U TO M AT E D H I G H - B AY S TO R A G E

Fire prevention system in combination
with air sampling smoke detection
system
The OxyReduct® VPSA fire prevention
system 1 reduces the oxygen level
inside the automated high-bay storage.
Sensors positioned at different heights 2
monitor the oxygen concentration and
report the data to the control centre.
TITANUS® air sampling smoke detectors 3
actively take air samples and can therefore
detect fires as early as their pyrolysis stage.

2

Activity inside the NSB Support Building
1. Newspapers from British Library Colindale are temporarily stored in roll cages inside the NSB support building and are then
transferred on roll cages on trays at any of
eight work stations; stacks of newspaper
cannot be higher than 400 mm.
2. Once stacks are placed in position on trays,

3

1

they are secured between steel cover plates
using straps and buckles.
3. The tray, laden with newspapers, is then
recorded into the computerised warehouse
management system and is then physically
ingested, via conveyors, through air-tight
transfer lobbies into the low oxygen, temperature and humidity controlled void space.

4. The transfer of stacks of newspapers onto
trays is done manually; everything else is con
trolled by software and done fully automated.
5. The conveyor transfer lobbies have fastacting air-tight shutters at each end which
prevent loss of low oxygen atmosphere
when trays laden with stacks transit through
the lobbies.

combination used frequently in
warehouse management but rarely
in archives and libraries. With a
fully automated storage system,
this solution was ideal for a high
standard fire protection system
demanded by the British Library.
Continuous oxygen reduction
creates an inflammable atmosphere
Four VPSA OxyReduct® systems
have been installed in the News
paper Storage Building. The active
fire prevention system reduces the
oxygen content by introducing
nitrogen to the area, at a rate of
approximately 240 m³/h. As staff
are not present within the fully auto
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The oxygen concentration inside both storage buildings
at Boston Spa has been decreased to approximately
15 vol%. OxyReduct ® constantly maintains that level.

OxyReduct ® wit h V PS A- t e c h n o l o g y
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